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Committee on Educational Policy 
 Minutes 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 
Kerr Hall Room 307, 11 a.m.-1:30 p.m. 

 
Present: Mark Anderson, Lora Bartlett, Olof Einarsdottir, Pam Hunt-Carter (Registrar, ex-officio), 
Tracy Larrabee (Chair), Ronnie Lipschutz (Provost Rep.), Stephen Sweat (NTSF Rep.), Ted Warburton, 
Jim Wilson, Susanna Wrangell (staff).  
 
Absent: Max Hufft (SUA Rep.), Jim Zachos. 
 
Guests: Cher Bergeon (Academic Preceptor Designee), Margie Claxton (Associate Registrar), Richard 
Hughey (VPDUE), Barbara Love (Articulation Officer), Michael McCawley (Director of Admissions). 
 

I. Announcements  
Chair Larrabee gave a brief summary on the 3+3 program (BA to JD program) with Hastings School 
of Law and a proposal maybe coming in in the fall for review. It is not yet clear if the Social 
Sciences Division will sponsor this program. Students would submit their applications during their 
third year at UCSC and transfer to Hastings and finish. Transfer students would apply in their first 
year at UCSC.  
Chair Larrabee updated members on enforcing non-repeating of courses for students who received a 
satisfactory grade. The Registrar’s Office will be making change in AIS with an October release date 
and details on communications to students will be worked out. 
Members were reminded there are still course approvals to finish up before the end of the quarter. 
VPDUE Hughey, on behalf of campus, honored CEP Chair Larrabee for her exceptional 
contributions to online education. 
 
Members approved the consent agenda which included the following program statements:  
Art:  
Engineering: CMPS approved with minor edits. 
Humanities: Spanish Studies approved with updated information. 
CRES approved with minor editorial changes. 
PBSci:  
Social Sciences: CMMU approved. 
 
Removed from the consent agenda for discussion before approval: 
CMPE: Before any decision was made or discussed, Chair Larrabee and guest VPDUE Hughey 
recused themselves. Members did not have enough information to approve the section on  
restrictions to major and minors in the program. The committee will approve the statement, omiting 
this section and suggest the department make this request next year. 
 
Approval of the May 15, 22, 29, and June 05, 2013 minutes were approved with changes. 
 
II. Open Access Final Policy Review 

       The Senate Chair would like comments on the final version of the Open Access Policy. After a brief 
discussion, members, had only one concern, how professors could opt out of open access when they 
have contracts that preclude such publishing. Does the opt out clause protect the faculty member, it 
is not clear in the policy. Chair Larrabee will draft a response. 

 
III. UNEX Certificates for renewal: 
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UNEX has re-submitted the following three certificates with a UCSC reviewer for approval: 
Environmental Safety & Health Management, Hazardous Materials Management, and Occupational 
Safety & Health Management. While the UCSC reviewer signed off on each certificate, CEP  
members recommended consulting with staff member from EHS, James Schoonover or someone in 
the field with this expertise.  While these certificates fill a professional need members would like 
more clarification in the future and will consult with UNEX Dean Rogers next year. A question of 
expertise is a concern but the director of EH&S is on the board. Members agreed to approve for one 
year, and would like a review from some UC or similar institution.  Evaluations or some measure of 
the program is important to CEP members. 
 
IV. MFA Graduate Candidates as Student Instructors of Undergraduate Courses Request   
The Arts Dean has submitted his proposal to CEP with criteria to consider when appointing MFA 
candidates as GSIs.  CEP members found the Arts Division proposal a vast improvement over last 
year’s request and are now in favor of the proposed MFA criteria added to our guidelines and 
application form. Members approved the request, and will request informal feedback in the coming 
year on how MFA instruction affects the Art Department’s curriculum. CEP Analyst Wrangell will 
work with the CEP Chair over the summer updating our form to reflect the changes, and CEP will 
send out notices to all sponsoring agencies in the following weeks. The form will include the 
criteria for MFA graduate students under the Associate In title. 

 
V. Individual Major Proposals       
Three individual major proposals were received very late in the quarter for approval. Members 
reviewed each student petition and decided on the following: 
 Theatrical Design with Historical and Present Cultures: Approved 
 American Studies: The student has too many courses listed and only requires 9 upper division 

courses and 4 lower division courses to complete the major. It is not clear if this is a list of future 
courses to choose from based on availability and enrollment limits. Revision is needed, Analyst 
Wrangell will contact the college advisor. 

 Ecomusicology- Approved. 
 
VI. Guidelines and Information for the Online Resource Web site for UCSC Faculty  

The first two sentences will be changed as per our meeting last week. CEP members can leave the 
comments placeholders for CCT and COT, who maybe responding in the fall.   
 
VII. Transfer Articulation Issues with Major Preparation 
Members received this request very late in the year but it will be an issue the 2013-14 CEP will be 
working on. Members discussed having a clause for students to reference on changing majors after 
entering UCSC, this is an issue that requires more research and discussion before any decision can 
be made. Transfer students, if declared when entering UCSC would be delayed if they changed 
majors but it is still a possibility, flexibility is needed. CEP has not discussed denying any transfer 
students from changing majors, but it is highly discouraged with the cost of delaying of the degree. 
Under current rules, transfer students qualify end of first quarter for a major, cannot be denied and 
these are the rules. Students take the courses to qualify dept. cannot deny.   
For the Response, answers to sample questions: 

     1) For incoming transfer students who did not list the major on their admissions application, but who 
     have already met the qualification requirements for that major, are there any restrictions on their 
     ability to declare? No. If the student wants to switch to Psychology and has met the criteria the 
    department cannot prevent the student from declaring the major. 
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2) For incoming transfer students who did not list the major on their admissions application, but who are 
able to meet the qualification requirements for the major by the end of fall: are there any restrictions on 
their ability to declare? No. The department has to honor catalog rights, the student was admitted under 
that year’s policy and if they meet the criteria, can declare.  
 
CEP members felt it was important to clarify the School of Engineering (SOE) admissions policy, is an 
exception that was granted by the Senate when the school was established. While it is clear a native or 
transfer student cannot declare any SOE majors after admission to the campus, this is an admission to 
the school policy as well as admission to any of the school’s majors. 
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